SURFACE BY HAY /
Created by HAY & Kvadrat
Surface by HAY is a new private label fabric developed in collaboration between HAY and Kvadrat. The fabric is available through HAY stores and dealers exclusively for HAY and WH furniture.
SURFACE BY HAY

Mags 3 seater with Surface by HAY 120
Surface by HAY is a Panama weave, where all eighteen colour compositions consist of three or four yarns in different colours. From a distance, each composition appears as a single colour, but up close, it is revealed to be a composite of several colours, for example red, bordeaux, blue and a delicate shade of yellow. This complexity of colour allows for a wide range of combinations, since each composition can be drawn in several different directions, depending on the context.

The palette ranges from a beautiful neutral scale, including both a cold grey and a warm camel, to a more colourful scale that deftly combines blue with yellow, purple with green, and red with green.

The textile was created in a collaboration between HAY and Kvadrat.
SURFACE BY HAY

Composition
90 % new wool, 10 % nylon, 18 colour ways

Yarn type
Worsted

Width
140 cm wide

Binding
Panama

Weight
510 g/lin.m

Lightfastness
Note 5-6
EN ISO 105 - B02

Abrasions
Approx. 100,000 Martindale rubs,
EN ISO 12947

Flame resistance
BS 5852 crib 5 with treatment
BS 5852 part 1
EN 1021-1/2
NF D 60 013
UNI 9175 11M
US Cal. Bull. 177-2013

Cleaning
Vacuuming and dry cleaning

Colour
Colour differences may occur

Environmental
Natural fibres, wool is a renewable resource

Manufactured in
England